
Ethics and Social Impact

Generative models based on GANs and Diffusion-based generative models are getting
better at generating synthetic imagery. These works highlight the advantages of
StyleGAN-based imagery in image and video editing applications. Our tools are intended for
scientific purposes for image and video understanding. Furthermore, they can be used to
create or suggest new content in an image or a video to help the content creators. Apart
from this, our tools can be used in other domains such as security and identification (novel
views of a subject, occlusion inpainting, facial composites, superresolution, DeepFake
detection, building robust face recognition systems, etc.), image/video compression
(high-quality video conferencing at lower bitrates), and animations among other educational
and medical applications. For example, we were informed that some insights from our works
are being used in research concerning assistance for lip cleft and craniofacial surgeries in
children :)

Despite these applications, our works could be used to produce offensive results. This is
mainly because there are no regulatory measures for generating and distributing fake
imagery. This can have detrimental consequences, especially in cases where fake imagery
can be used to spread misinformation. One case could be using and distributing edited
images of people created without consent. By extension, this applies to larger communities
where people of importance can be targeted. In this case, such imagery may harm a
person's autonomy, dignity, and privacy or hurt the sentiments of communities. Moreover,
such tools can inherit the biases in the datasets, which intentionally or unintentionally can be
used to create examples showing cultural appropriation, racial bias, or stereotypical features.
Another case is creating false imagery of a historical event that never happened or
generating fake videos of people to spread propaganda in the political domain. Hence, we
advise caution against such use of our tools. We also encourage researchers and
policymakers to build systems for detecting adverse cases of fake imagery and mitigating
the risks of misinformation.


